Recommended for students in grades 2-5
1) Before the invention of the telephone
________ ____________ were used to help
send messages during WWI.

CONTACT US
Submit a program request at
www.usmcmuseum.com/distance-learning.html
Questions?
distancelearning@marineheritage.org

2) A ____________ is a horse that is trained
to carry large amounts of material over large
distances to help Marines.

3) Horses today are mainly used for
_________________ like parades or
events to honor service men and women.

4) What animal is the mascot for the
Marine Corps?
______________
5)During WWI, medics used _______
to find wounded Marines because
they could bark very loudly to get help.
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6) Dolphins use ________ to detect
objects under the water.

Sonar
Bull Dog
Pack Horse

Carrier Pigeons
Special Occasions
Dogs
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3. Special Occasions 4. Bull Dog 5. Dogs 6. Sonar
Answer Key: 1. Carrier Pigeons 2. Pack Horse

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

HOW WE CONNECT:

Recommended for students in grades 2-5

Using advanced video conferencing
technology, we can connect with
your school or organization using:

Dogs are famously known
to serve in the U.S.

Zoom

military, but did you know
other animals lend a hand

Skype

(or hoof)?
Madeline Fanta and Gloria Sarpong
Distance Learning Educators

This program provides an
introductory lesson on
animals working in the
military that are specially
trained to aid in
operational military

WE PROVIDE:
Live & Interactive Programming
Join a Museum Educator in a 30-to45-minute live program that utilizes
interactive elements during lessons.

success. Animals covered

Flexible Standards of Learning

during this lesson range

We provide detailed virtual

from dogs, like Chesty the

programs that incorporate a variety

bulldog and Sgt Stubby, to
dolphins! Participants also

of national Standards of Learning.
Depending on the grade level, our
programs are adjustable to match

explore special techniques

different educational standards.

used by working animals,

Advanced Visuals and Videos

such as sonar and

We use the best in virtual-learning

communication to and
from remote areas.

technology to simulate the museum
environment for students/organizations,
allowing them a closer look at our
artifacts, displays, and exhibits without
actually visiting.

Skype for Business
Google Meet
Other video conferencing options
may be available upon request

